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Abstract: The main purpose of this article is to analyse the relationship between financial accountability and legally determined expenditure. According to the adopted research hypothesis, increasing the financial accountability requires taking specific actions in the field of the legally determined
expenditure. As the article is theoretical, it does not present the results of the empirical research; the
formal-dogmatic method was used to interpret the content of legal acts and jurisprudence of the
Constitutional Tribunal, as well as the non-obstructive method to analyse the foreign and Polish
literature presenting the results of both theoretical and empirical research. In the article, having presented in the introduction the methodological issues, first, the principle of common good, the financial accountability, and the legally determined expenditure will be first explained. Next, the solutions for the rationalization of the legally determined expenditure will be proposed. We conclude
that their implementation should increase the financial accountability to strengthen the constitutional principle of the common good.
Keywords: financial accountability; common good; legally determined expenditure; flexible
expenditure; spending rules; multi-annual planning

1. Introduction
According to Art. 1 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland of 2 April 1997, the
Republic of Poland is the common good of all citizens. On the grounds of the Polish
legislation, the common good is the constitutional value as well as the constitutional
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principle. On the grounds of the financial law, the public financial funds and an appropriate
way of spending them should be the basis, though obviously not the only one, the
instrument of the realization of the common good value (principle). This was confirmed
by the Constitutional Tribunal recognizing a properly constructed (and balanced) budget
as a necessary condition for the state to realize the goal of caring for the common good.1
However, the legally determined expenditure introduced without a sufficient analysis of
social needs and the financial consequences of their implementation can be an important
barrier to the implementation of the common good principle, as the resignation from the
legally determined expenditure requires the positive intervention of the legislator.2
Therefore, the main purpose of this article is to analyse the relationship between financial
accountability and legally determined expenditure. According to the adopted research
hypothesis, increasing the financial accountability requires taking specific actions in the field
of the legally determined expenditure. As the article is theoretical, it does not present the
results of the empirical research; the formal-dogmatic method was used to interpret the
content of legal acts and jurisprudence of the Constitutional Tribunal, as well as the nonobstructive method to analyse the foreign and Polish literature presenting the results of both
theoretical and empirical research. In the article, having presented in the introduction the
methodological issues, first, the principle of common good (section 1), the financial
accountability (section 2) and the legally determined expenditure (section 3) will be first
explained. Next, the solutions for the rationalization of the legally determined expenditure
will be proposed (section 4). We conclude that their implementation should increase the
financial accountability to strengthen the constitutional principle of a common good.

2. Implementation of the Common Good Principle
in a Representative Democracy
An essential feature of the contemporary democratic systems is the choice of citizens’
representatives to take the public decisions, including the financial ones, in their interest,
and therefore in accordance with the common good. The implementation of the state’s
expenditure policy in the public interest, however, faces difficulties, as in today’s
democracies the activity of citizens generally is limited to the participation in the elections.3
Using the words of A. de Tocqueville, “each individual endures being bound because he
sees that it is not a man or a class, but the citizens emerge for a moment from dependency
in order to indicate their master, and return to it”.4
The election of the citizens’ representatives in the elections process is accompanied by
the principal-agent problem, which is the basis for explaining many phenomena in the
sciences of public administration. This problem consists in that the rulers should not seek
to pursue their own interests but they should take actions that serve only the public
interest; however, in practice the citizens are unable to enforce their representatives and
public administrators acting on their behalf not to pursue their own goals but the goals of
society.5 Thus, the implementation of a policy that provides special privileges to groups
that have narrow self-goals that run counter to the interests of particular voters and society
as a whole does not serve the public interest.6
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The basic cause of the problem of the principal-agent problem is the information
asymmetry, as the information about the actions of public decision-makers is considered
the common good.7 Lack of the reliable and transparent information on the implementation
of the common good principle is a manifestation of the information asymmetry in the
budgetary issues, analysed in this study.
An important role in strengthening transparency, and in consequence of the
effectiveness and efficiency of public policy implementation, and thus the implementation
of the common good principle can play the performance budgeting. However, in Poland,
after several years of work on this instrument, launched in 2007, it has not become a subject
of discussion in the parliament, nor even of more interest to citizens, hence its development
boils down to a large extent to the formal implementation of labour-intensive obligations
stemming from the Act of public finances8 and executive acts. However, even if the
problems pointed out were solved, the performance budgeting alone would not solve the
problem of the excessive legally determined expenditure, if not accompanied by additional
instruments enabling rationalization of the non-elastic expenditure.

3. Financial Accountability as an Instrument Supporting the
Implementation of the Common Good Principle
N. Dias notes that nowadays all over the world we observe the disappointment with the
representative democracy system.9 Similarly, A. Toffler sees the problem of modern
democracy, where the mass of voters are so far removed from their elected representatives
that the politicians are becoming less and less accountable to the citizens.10 Therefore,
striving to propose the effective mechanisms for the implementation of the constitutional
value of the common good, it was considered legitimate to consider the concept of
accountability as the basis for further considerations, as the traditionally understood legal
responsibility does not allow the effective enforcement of the common good principle.
While there are no definitional doubts regarding the legal responsibility, which means
the incurrence or potentiality of certain entities to incur normatively determined negative
consequences (sanctions) of certain events or state of affairs,11 there is a lack of the
commonly accepted definition of the term “accountability”. As A. Sroka notes, this term is
most often used as a kind of “conceptual umbrella” under which various definitions are
located.12 Accountability is based on various values and criteria, the most commonly used
ones being procedural correctness, transparency, effectiveness, efficiency, usefulness, and
sustainable development.13
Although the concepts of contemporary accountability researchers are not fully
consistent, T. Schillemans,14 having made a synthetic analysis of 230 publications,
determined that the minimum conceptual consensus in the area of accountability includes
the following issues:
ǷǷ Accountability is about providing answers towards others with a legitimate claim in
some agents’ work.
ǷǷ Accountability is a relational concept: it focuses our attention on agents who
perform tasks for others and thus may be held accountable by others.
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ǷǷ Accountability is retrospective – ex-post – and focuses on the behaviour of some
agent in general, ranging from performance and results to financial management,
regularity or normative and professional standards.
ǷǷ Accountability is not a singular moment or situation, but rather refers to a layered
process.15
In the definitions presented in the literature, the accountability is defined either as a social,
administrative or political mechanism, institutional relation or arrangement in which
a given person can be held accountable by another person or institution, or, less often as an
advantage, the desired quality (value) of the state, governments or officials.16
Accountability is not a single moment or situation, but is a multi-stage process
consisting of three analytically distinct phases:
ǷǷ The information phase, when the agent renders an account on his conduct and
performance to a significant other.
ǷǷ The debating phase, when the principal assesses the information (transmitted orally
or in writing) and both parties often engage in a debate on this account. The
principal may ask for additional information and pass judgment on the behaviour
of the agent. The agent will then answer questions and if necessary justify and
defend his course of action.
ǷǷ The sanctions or judgment phase, when the principal comes to a concluding
judgment and decides whether and how to make use of available sanctions.17
Definitional difficulties, at least partially, result from the existence of the varieties of the
accountability, of which only a part has been precisely explained. B. Wampler18 noted that
the configuration of the three types of accountability, separated on the basis of the
subjective criterion (the accounter) plays a particularly important role in strengthening
financial accountability, i.e.:
ǷǷ The vertical accountability is realized by the citizens (society) towards to public
officials, the elected ones and expansively to administration subordinated to them,19
using its basic instrument (the election), during which voters can, at least in theory
hold accountable for decisions realized in public interest. The main disadvantage of
this approach limits the role of citizens to the only role of a voter, while the rulers
make countless decisions affecting the well-being of each of them.
ǷǷ The horizontal accountability, being the extension of the vertical accountability, is
based on the distribution of authority among different departments or branches of
government and the system of checks and balances.20
ǷǷ The social accountability is realized by widely understood institutions of civil
society. This kind of accountability, even if it is not legally institutionalized, can be
particularly effective in strengthening the basic mechanisms of vertical and
horizontal accountability. For example, vertical accountability may strengthen the
disclosure of illegal practices of politicians, jeopardizing election results. In turn,
horizontal accountability may lead to the destruction of the reputation of a corrupt
public official, a lawsuit against public transport unit or a school that segregates in
a racial manner.21
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In turn, by applying the criterion of the subject (matter), to which accountability refers,
among others, the educational accountability, the accountability in health care, or the
ecological accountability can be distinguished. However, given the fact that almost every
public policy requires public finances, the accountability for making decisions in the area
of public expenditure and revenues (i.e. the financial accountability) seems crucial for the
strengthening the common good principle.
In the literature as well as in government documents (in English) the terms “financial
(fiscal) accountability”22 as well as “budgetary accountability”23 do exist, however, there are
no definition or distinctive features. Analysing the context of the use of these terms, it can
be stated that sometimes these terms are used interchangeably,24 however, more often the
budgetary accountability means the accountability for the implementation of expenditure
and revenues already planned in the budget, whereas the financial accountability is used in
a broader context, as it is not limited to planned expenditure and revenue but covers public
finances as a whole without budgeting them. Financial accountability refers to the potential
use of public funds, it is not limited by the content of financial (budgetary) documents of
an authorizing and planning nature, with a view to making the best use of available
resources in the public interest. The analysis of the literature can also give the impression
that in practice attempts are made to implement fiscal accountability, while financial
accountability in the public sector still remains in the sphere of postulates and scientific
considerations.
Thus it can be stated that on the ground of the financial law, the accountability, as
opposed to legal responsibility, may not necessarily result from the legal norm. Moreover,
accountability, unlike in the case of legal responsibility, does not have to be accompanied
by the possibility of applying a legal sanction.

4. Essence of Legally Determined Expenditure
The legally determined expenditure is the part of public expenditure that the state is
obliged to realise under the national or international law, contracts or court judgments.
The etiology of this concept is therefore legal in nature,25 but it is distinguished primarily
due to the systemic and organizational effects and economic consequences. The legally
determined expenditure limit the freedom of decisions of state authorities regarding the
optimal use of public funds, as they bind these authorities when determining the state
budget expenditure. This can have negative effects on the improvement of expenditure
efficiency, the size of developmental expenditure and the possibility of state intervention in
emergency situations (e.g. the natural disasters, the economic crises).26
There are doubts related to the content of the legally determined expenditure of the
state budget, and thus the question of what types of expenditure should be included in this
category. Traditionally among the legally determined expenditure are classified: the
subsidies for local government units, subsidies to the Social Insurance Fund and the
Pension Fund, the expenditure on road infrastructure, the debt service of the Treasury, the
national defence, the offices of the supreme state authorities, the control and protection of
the law, the judiciary, the social pension, the family benefits (including financing the “500+
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program” providing monthly payment of PLN 500 for the second and subsequent child)
and benefits from the maintenance fund, the benefits from Child Support Fund, payments
from Social Insurance Institution and Agricultural Social Insurance Fund, the social and
health insurance contributions covered from the state budget, co-financing of projects
with the participation of European funds, the pension benefits paid from the state budget,
the subsidies for the State Fund for the Rehabilitation of Disabled People, own resources
of the European Union.27
However, due to the fact that the concept and scope of the legally determined
expenditure are not directly regulated by law, such selection will always be subjective. In
the literature, other categories of public expenditure are sometimes considered as the
legally determined expenditure, close to the legally determined expenditure or the quasilegally determined expenditure.28 This applies in particular to the expenditure of the state
budget for multi-annual programs, for grants to local government units (especially
commissioned tasks), etc. It seems necessary, at least for planning purposes, to develop an
official methodology for determining (and possibly listing) the legally determined
expenditure.
Most of the doctrinal studies regarding the expenditure of the legally determined
expenditure concentrate on the establishment and the global criticism of the size of
this expenditure. It is estimated that in Poland they cover about 75%, whereas the flexible
expenditure is about 25% of state budget expenditure. Very often, this global criticism,
postulating a reduction in the level of the legally determined expenditure, ignores their
diverse character regarding both the possibility of affecting their amount of state
authorities, as well as the developmental character of some of them. We are against the
method of the globalization of the legally determined expenditure, which in extreme cases
may lead to the administrative determination of their border, advocating the need for
individualized analysis of them and – as a result – the individual rationalization of the
legally determined expenditure of the state budget.
The doctrine also postulates numerous and detailed changes in the scope of the legally
determined expenditure. It is worth paying attention to two proposals, which may be of
significant importance for further discussions of the rationalization of the legally
determined expenditure. First, it is postulated to progressively withdraw from the so-called
indexed expenditures in which changes relate to certain amounts or changes in other
expenditure groups.29 This is not about the mere parametric construction of the regulations,
which was treated as a specific achievement in legislation, but about the fact that often
indicated parameters are not up-to-date because they come from many years ago, and
deprive state authorities of the possibilities of flexible, current action. Second, in the
opinion of some authors, the legally determined expenditure, the exceeding of a certain
level (e.g. 75% of total budget expenditure): it should give the parliament the obligation to
review sui generis “laws” giving rise to payment of benefits to third parties for the purpose
of repealing them or the for future changes.30 It would also be an opportunity to renew the
content of the social contract without revolutionary or fundamental system changes.31
Despite the critical attitude of the legal doctrine to the legally determined expenditure
and their basic categories, it can be stated that in practice they grow from year to year in
absolute numbers as well as in relation to total state budget expenditure. So there is a classic
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example of the contradiction between science and practice, which is quite common in the
area of public finances and financial law (e.g. regarding target funds, de-budgeting, the
simplicity of tax law, etc.). In 1998, the legally determined expenditure amounted to
around 47% of state budget expenditure32 and were hence subject to constant, absolute and
relative growth, with the exception of some decline in 2004–2006. In 2007 they reached
the level of 73% of state budget expenditure33. In the report of the Council of Ministers on
the implementation of the state budget for 2012, it is stated that the legally determined
expenditure constitutes about 75% of the total state budget expenditure.34
The management of public finances in Poland in the last decade is subject to extremely
opposite scientific assessments. Regardless of their reasons, two weaknesses in the fiscal
policy of this period can be pointed out, also regarding the formation of the legally
determined expenditure. The first one results from too little analysis of the risk of internal
and external decisions regarding the public expenditure, the second is the failure to take or
undertake with a long delay the necessary public finance reforms. The political struggle
exerting a particular influence on the formation of the legally determined expenditure is
intensified as part of election campaigns. Even if we assume that only a part of the election
announcements will be implemented, their impact often increases the legally determined
expenditure, making it difficult to achieve the balance of public finances. Fiscal policy
directed at the rationalization of the legally determined expenditure should, therefore,
concentrate on the first two reasons for shaping them, striving to eliminate (or limit) the
other factors mentioned above.35

5. Conditions of Rationalization of Legally Determined
Expenditure Planning
The critical attitude of the public finance science and financial law towards the amount
and the structure of the fixed state budget expenditures has, to a small extent, affected the
fiscal policy pursued in this area. Apart from some exceptions (e.g. J. Hausner’s policy in
the years 2004–2006), the public authorities limited their actions to single, uncoordinated
activities, which cannot be called a detailed policy. In the recent period, even the notion
the legally determined expenditure has been omitted in both the budget documents and
the Multiannual State Financial Plan. The problem of the rationalization of the legally
determined expenditure will not be solved spontaneously and automatically by the
expenditure rules, multi-annual planning or performance budgeting – these are the
instruments for an appropriate use in conducting detailed fiscal policy regarding the legally
determined expenditure. Therefore, starting with the realization of spending review by the
Polish Ministry of Finance should be positively assessed, unfortunately, they cover relatively
narrow areas and to make it worse, not in a comprehensive way.
In this context, it will be particularly important:
ǷǷ to develop a methodology to classify certain expenditure as the legally determined
expenditure (broad or narrow approach),
ǷǷ to present the problem and the amount of the legally determined expenditure
structure for discussion to the government and parliament, using the detailed
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information about this expenditure in the justification of the budget bills and the
descriptions of the Council of Ministers’ reports on the implementation of the
budget,
ǷǷ to determine the treatment of the legally determined expenditure of the nonuniform nature, from the point of view of their flexibility and the impact on
economic development (e.g. subsidies for local government units, the legally
determined expenditure in the form of 2% of GDP on defence, which implies that
at least 20% will be intended for property purposes),
ǷǷ to develop the effective ways of encouraging the legislative bodies (Parliament, the
Senate) to participate in the process of the rationalization of the legally determined
expenditure, at the level of development of the assumptions and methodology of
this process. The legally determined expenditure is an expression of the action of
these bodies, not always acting on the request of the government. So imposing the
principles and methodology of the rationalization of the legally determined
expenditure by the executive bodies and the public managers may result in the
indifference or the obstruction of the legislative bodies and repeat the negative
experiences in this area with the introduction of performance budgeting in
Poland,36
ǷǷ to optimally use the existing achievements of bodies dealing with the introduction
of performance budgeting in Poland, and partially also the rationalization of public
expenditure, not to commit the error that new people are starting from the
beginning to solve problems, already partly or completely resolved,37
ǷǷ understanding that methods of limiting public spending should not be treated as
the best (or even the only one) method of the rationalization of the public
expenditure. Often, it may be in the interest of Poland to increase public
expenditure or to reduce in a very slow peace. The point here is to launch
mechanisms that on the one hand will replace one public expenditure with others,
and on the other hand to cover new public expenditures with discretionary budget
revenues. This conclusion fully applies to the rationalization of the legally
determined expenditure.38

6. Conclusions
The conditions of rationalization of the legally determined expenditure presented above
constitute an important, though obviously not the only one condition to increase the
financial accountability in the field of public expenditure, both in terms of horizontal,
vertical and social accountability. In the vertical and social dimension, the introduction of
the transparent, reliable methodologically and the efficient methods for classifying the
legally determined expenditure will allow meeting the needs of citizens (i.e. the principal
in the electoral process) to a greater extent than before, limiting the electoral goals of
politicians (i.e. agents). On the other hand, in the horizontal dimension of the
accountability, determining the existing and desired scope of the legally determined
expenditure will strengthen the rationality of planning, execution, and control of state
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budget expenditure. The above considerations allow confirming the research hypothesis
adopted in the introduction, according to which the increase of financial accountability
requires taking certain actions in the scope of the legally determined expenditure. However,
it is conditioned by the existence of the reliable information and analysis of budget
expenditure, and within them of the legally determined expenditure, carried out on the
regular basis. It seems valuable to use British experience in this area.39
In conclusion, without denying the pertinence of the existence of certain categories of
the legally determined expenditure, it should be borne in mind that they should serve the
implementation of the common good principle, not accidentally expressed in the first
article of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland.
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